What makes inheritable genetic modification attractive is not its ability to treat disease, but its capacity, someday, to enhance human traits beyond what mere good health requires. But, these discoveries will not be imposed on us by government, as Huxley thought. If they take over our lives, it will be because they were sold to us on the open market, as commodities we cannot do without.

In the fall of 2000, the American Association for the Advancement of Science called on science to slow down. In a report it issued on inheritable genetic modification, AAAS took the position that no genetic modifications affecting the germ line, whether intentional or inadvertent, should be undertaken until the technology's safety, efficacy, and social implications had been subject to widespread public discussion. Further, said AAAS, there should be no work on inheritable genetic modification until a system of public oversight was in place that exercised authority over research in both the public and private sectors.

Yet only six months after the report was released, a fertility clinic reported “the first case of human germline modification resulting in normal healthy children.” The work was done through the transfer of ooplasm, which surrounds the nucleus of the egg and is essential for it to thrive, from donor eggs into the eggs of women who have experienced recurring implantation failure—fertilization occurs, but the resulting embryo will not implant in their uterus. An inadvertent consequence of this procedure was that mitochondrial DNA found in the ooplasm of the donated material was introduced into the recipient eggs.

The clinic reported that the technique had “led to the birth of 30 babies worldwide.” The clinic also reported that both the donated mitochondrial DNA and that of the birth mother were found in all the cells of those babies born by this method—a modification of the children’s genome, since they inherited mitochondrial DNA from two mothers. Presumably, they will pass this inherited DNA on to their offspring. The report was met with ethical disapproval in some quarters of the United States, and the British reminded us that the procedure would be illegal in the United Kingdom.

In his 1932 book, *Brave New World*, Aldous Huxley led us to believe that when it came to our genes and reproductive futures, our worst nightmare was...
government involvement in procreative activities and a society that devalued individual decisionmaking. But as we begin the twenty-first century, the greater danger, I believe, is a highly individualized marketplace fueled by an entrepreneurial spirit and the free choice of large numbers of parents that could lead us down a path, albeit incrementally, toward a society that abandons the lottery of evolution in favor of intentional genetic modification. The discoveries of genetics will not be imposed on us. Rather, they will be sold to us by the market as something we cannot live without.

**State of the Art**

By inheritable genetic modification, or IGM, I mean interventions capable of modifying genes that are transmitted to offspring and to generations beyond. IGM includes interventions made early enough in embryonic development to have global effects—that is, to affect all of one's cells—as well as any interventions targeted at the reproductive cells—sperm and egg—or their precursor stem cells. It encompasses modifications both of nuclear and of extra-nuclear genomes, and modifications that are inadvertent side effects of other, deliberate genetic interventions (of, for example, somatic cell gene transfer). The only criterion is that the modification be inheritable.

What can one say about the promise and the risks of IGM? Some light might be shed on this question by work on somatic cell gene transfer, which is designed to treat or eliminate disease through genetic intervention only in the person receiving treatment. There are different technical approaches to such gene transfer. In "gene augmentation or addition," a new genetic material is inserted into the body in order to take over the function of a faulty gene. The offending genes are not removed; instead, their adverse effects are masked by the new material. In "gene correction," a normal gene segment is swapped for the segment with the defect. Yet another approach is "gene repair," in which a normal fragment of DNA is introduced into a cell and the cell's own DNA repair machinery permanently corrects the faulty DNA sequence. None of these interventions is easy to do; nor is it clear that any of them will do what we want them to do—restore health to the person treated. Despite considerable investment by the government and by the private sector, the reported successes have been very rare.

Somatic cell gene transfer came under fire following the death in 1999 of Jesse Gelsinger, who was enrolled in a clinical trial that involved the insertion of genetic material. A review of the "latest developments in somatic gene transfer technology" concluded that "it is not easy to assess exactly all these risk factors. . . . A number of complex issues must be addressed to evaluate the probability of having adverse effects in patients related to the treatment, and to establish the extent of the possible harm that patients may sustain." A very recent incident has highlighted other possible harms to patients. In October 2002, researchers reported that a child treated successfully with gene therapy in France for an ordinarily fatal immune deficiency disease had developed a form of leukemia, and that there was persuasive evidence that the treatment was a major contributing factor. In January 2003, another child was discovered to have developed leukemia.

IGM poses even greater uncertainties related to risk because the interventions would be passed on to the progeny of those treated. Thus we need compelling evidence that the procedures are safe. But as the AAAS report concluded, that evidentiary standard cannot yet be met. How do we assess whether, for example, in future generations a gene necessary for healthy development will be accidentally turned off, or a gene that contributes to a certain type of cancer turned on? In a provocative article published a year ago, one scientist claims that genomic researchers have underestimated, if not ignored, a phenomenon known as "alternative splicing," which involves the formation of new combinations of gene sequences containing the building blocks of life—proteins—each of them different from the unspliced original and each capable of being inherited. This raises questions about the predictability of the inheritability of traits based solely on DNA, leaving the author to warn that "any artificially altered genetic system . . . must sooner or later give rise to unintended, potentially disastrous, consequences." Yet how would one design and execute a protocol that enabled us to make such a determination, since many of the effects from IGM may not show up for generations? Other, even more compelling questions relate to how society would assess the potential benefits and risks of a successful germ line intervention in the context of various social and ethical considerations.

Although we have much to learn about applying IGM techniques to humans, researchers have established proof of principle in animals, where foreign genes introduced into mice have been transmitted and expressed for at least three generations. Moreover, recent advances in stem cell and cloning research, which were reported after completion of the AAAS study, will likely provide more options for doing IGM. As knowledge of human genetics grows in the years ahead, the technical obstacles may fall by the wayside sooner than we expect. To what uses, then, might IGM be put? One would be to target IGM toward the alleviation or elimination of genetic diseases. The other would be to enhance human traits.

**The Promise of Health**

In principle, IGM would have the benefit of preventing the inheritance of genetic diseases in families rather than treating it every time it appears, generation after generation. And by targeting either germ cells or
the embryo, IGM could intervene before a condition occurs—before it causes irreversible damage. Some possible health-related uses: transferring ooplasmic mitochondrial DNA to avoid potentially lethal diseases and problems with repeated miscarriages that are caused by faulty mitochondrial DNA; treating sperm or sperm stem cells to help men overcome infertility caused by a genetic mutation; and treating gametes or early-stage embryos to allow couples in which both partners share a recessively inherited disorder to have a genetically-related child free of the disease. All of these cases, it should be pointed out, are relatively rare, and all of them require some form of assisted reproduction.

There already exist, however, other, better-tested techniques to avoid passing on mutant genes. These include genetic screening and counseling, prenatal diagnosis and abortion, egg or sperm donation, and adoption either of a child or an embryo. Another technique, known as pre-implantation genetic diagnosis, combines in vitro fertilization (IVF) with pre-implantation diagnosis and selection of embryos. Individual cells are removed from an embryo, fertilized outside the body, and tested for the presence of genetic mutations (to the extent that tests are available). Embryos without known mutations are then implanted in the woman via IVF. This approach could have wide application, although it would not work in those cases where both parents have identical versions of the same mutant gene.

With these techniques available, and in light of the enormous difficulties associated with determining risks, why bother with IGM? The answer lies in its possible use for genetic enhancement.

Pursuing Enhancement

It is this prospect, I believe, that generates the most excitement over IGM, and the most uneasiness. I will argue that enhancement applications more than medical uses will determine the scope, direction, pace, and acceptance of IGM in the United States. And it will be the market and free choice, not government, that pushes it along. But I am getting ahead of myself.

By "genetic enhancement" I mean improving human traits that without intervention would be within the range of what is commonly regarded as normal, or improving them beyond what is needed to maintain or restore good health. Examples could include increasing height, improving intelligence, altering behavior, or changing eye color, all of which have been shown to have some underlying genetic connection. IGM offers the promise that genes associated with characteristics found to be undesirable (or less desirable) could be replaced by those linked to desired traits.

There are promises and perils associated with genetic enhancement. On the one hand, we know that some people are born more "genetically fit" than others, giving them certain advantages. The promise of enhancing the capabilities of those who are genetically less fortunate is an exciting and noble prospect for some people. And by increasing, for example, the intelligence of individuals, all of society may gain from the knowledge they generate.

On the other hand, genetic enhancement could also lead us to devalue various social and environmental factors that influence human development in concert with genes. There might be less appreciation for productive social interaction in a classroom, for example, or for the hard work traditionally required to become a successful professional. These conventional methods of enhancement may have some intrinsic value that could never be duplicated by a genetic intervention. In fact, a preoccupation with genetic enhancement may place too much emphasis on the genes and ultimately prevent us from solving problems that are relatively embedded in the structure of our society.

Another complication is that the technology developed for therapeutic purposes will be the same as that used for enhancement. So while we might approve of IGM for medical treatment, its availability will likely promote creeping enhancement applications as well. For example, scientists are now testing the use of gene transfer to strengthen the muscles of children with muscular dystrophy, but the same technique could be used to increase an athlete's strength and endurance. An even more revealing example concerns the use of Human Growth Hormone, or HGH, which is genetically engineered to supplement natural growth hormone. While originally approved to treat children deficient in natural growth hormone, it could be used to make...
normal children taller, and indeed one newspaper has reported that some parents have requested HGH for children within the normal height range for their age because they want to improve their chances in competitive basketball.14

Further complicating matters is that distinguishing between treatment and enhancement may get increasingly difficult. The line where one ends and the other begins may become blurred as our experience with IGM expands. Hence, interventions which now give us pause may become more acceptable in the future. Surveys have shown that 40 to 45 percent of Americans approve of using genetic technologies to bolster their children's physical and mental traits.15 I suspect that as more people get used to the idea, it will become even more appealing. Americans already avail themselves of cosmetic surgery to make them look better, drugs to make them more alert, and herbs to promote sexual performance. And we expect and praise parents for doing all that they can to enhance their children's well-being; it is "the natural expression of parental affection."16 For many Americans, IGM will merely be seen as a logical extension of what is commonplace throughout America today, and it will be increasingly difficult to draw a clear line between the use of genetics for therapeutic purposes and its use for other ends.

Yet enhancement by genetics is also qualitatively different from enhancement by other means. Existing methods of enhancement, from pharmacology to advanced music lessons, are aimed at the current generation of adults and children. They are not biologically intrusive in a manner that will significantly shape our evolutionary course. Inheritable genetic enhancement would have long-term effects on persons yet to be born. Thus we have little, if any, precedent for this way of using IGM. We would be venturing into unknown territory, but without any sense of where the boundaries should lie, much less with an understanding of what it means to cross such boundaries.

Genetics and Reproduction

Advances in reproductive technology have given thousands of infertile couples the chance to have a child. But merging these advances with those in genetics promises to extend choices beyond whether and when to have a child to what sort of child to have. Greater knowledge of genetics now enables people considering pregnancy to use new reproductive technologies to increase the possibility that their child has a certain genetic makeup.

Until very recently, that typically meant avoiding a genetically related disease that could be passed on. For example, in 2001 doctors reported on the use of PGD to identify human embryos that lacked a specific cancer-causing gene mutation. They implanted only embryos without the disease gene into a woman's uterus, and she gave birth to a baby free of the cancer syndrome that runs in the father's family.20 It was also announced in early 2002 that the same procedure had been used to help a woman who has the gene for early-onset Alzheimer's disease have a baby free of that mutation.21

But the technology has now gone well beyond that limited purpose. Two years ago in the United States, IVF and PGD were used to produce a child whose genetic make-up made possible a life-saving treatment for an older sister. Several embryos were created and tested to ensure that they were genetically similar to the older sister yet lacked mutant gene that had given the sister a fatal disease. The result was a healthy baby boy, from whom umbilical cord cells were successfully used to treat his sister.22 Within days of the story appearing in the popular press, authorities in England received more than a dozen requests for approval to undergo the same procedure. In response, the British government subsequently approved use of a pre-implantation technique that detects a range of genetic abnormalities,23 and earlier this year a British couple gave birth to a
baby born with a desired genetic characteristic—cells capable of saving her older sibling from leukemia.24

Who among us would not want to avoid passing on mutant genes to future children or help existing children overcome serious diseases? What these examples show is a willingness on the part of people to select future children for specific genetic traits. A technique that was originally created to help people screen out certain characteristics has crept in a different direction, now enabling people to screen in desirable characteristics. For now, the latter has been for the noble purpose of saving the lives of exiting children. But where does one draw the line? Should we screen out for short stature? Or screen in for eye color?

Poised to help meet, if not fuel, parents’ desire to make their offspring healthier, and perhaps prettier, smarter, and more athletic as well, is a cottage industry that has sprung up in the past two decades in assisted reproductive technology. What began as an effort by fertility clinics to help infertile couples have a child is now a growth industry offering a range of services no longer confined to the infertile.

Some infertility clinics are offering couples the opportunity for “family balancing” via techniques that can virtually assure parents a child of a particular sex.25 The idea is to use PGD to distinguish between embryos with the Y chromosome and those lacking it, and then implant the “right” embryo or embryos. In October 1999, in a statement declaring that the use of solely for sex selection “should be discouraged,”26 the American Society for Reproductive Medicine said, “Those who argue that of...
on whether and, if it is deemed acceptable, how such research and its applications should proceed.

These proposals are premised not on a belief that IGM should never be tried, but that it must pass the test of public discourse, undergo rigorous assessment of its potential impacts, and receive explicit public approval. There should be no backdoors, whether due to gaps in public policy or an aggressive marketplace, through which IGM inches its way into our lives. These technologies are highly seductive, and we could easily get used to them without fully considering their consequences.

In the book Future Shock, Alvin Toffler wrote that the future arrives too soon and in the wrong order. If the future occurred in the right order, we could understand changes before they happened, rather than after, and could better prepare. That is not, of course, the way it works. But the future is not fixed, either. The question with regard to IGM is whether we will shape it or be shaped by it.
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